
JONES RADIO NETWORKS    SMOOTH JAZZ NEWSLETTER

March 2006                                                       from the desk of Steve Hibbard

LOCAL INFORMATION:  What Our Core Listeners Want

On February 9 we asked the Online Music Panel what kinds of local information
they wanted featured on their Smooth Jazz station.  Of 243 respondents to the 
music survey, 148 responded to this question.  Here were the top mentions:

63    43% Local live jazz performances (including nearby cities)
32    22% Weather forecasts
21      7% Local news
12      4% Other local events
10      3% Traffic reports

Among the lowest mentions were school closings (1 mention), sports (2), 
contests (2) and time checks (4).

If you can do just two things with information to satisfy your core audience, they 
should be these: hourly local weather forecasts (more in morning drive), and a 
60-second “Jazz Notes” feature.  Get in touch with all the local venues that 
may book jazz shows locally and in nearby cities.  You can sponsor this feature, 
but it is also a great filler when you need it in a local 3:30 break.  When 
necessary you can fill out the minute with dates for upcoming CD releases.  We 
are now posting weekly updates of new CD releases on our Smooth jazz web 
page (Programming/ Music Lists/ In Store Dates).  We also email this list.  Tips 
on this and other recommended local features are in our July 2005 issue (in the 
Newsletter Archive on our web page). 

And be sure to mention local events of interest (including station and jazz events)
in 10-second event return liners, which can be cut by all of our jocks.  Event 
returns are detailed, with examples, in our August 2004 issue.  They have the 
added benefit of making JRN’s jocks sound like your local jocks. 

SALES:  Pets and Pet Care

On February 24 we asked the Online Music Panel whether their household 
planned to spend money during the next twelve months in the area of pets and 
pet care:

Pet Food 50.2%
Other pet supplies 42.2%
Kennel or pet sitting services 16.6%



Purchase dog or cat 10.4%
Tropical fish     9.7%
Aquarium     8.0%
Dog training     6.9%
New veterinarian     6.2%
Horse boarding, training or services   4.2%

Sample: 289 persons 25-64

MAJOR UPGRADE FOR “WHAT’S PLAYING”
WEBSITE FEATURE
 
We have worked with Alphaplex, Inc. to create and test a new version of the 
"what's playing" scroller for your station's website.  As we recently detailed in a 
separate email, this is the third, and by far the best, version of this feature, and it 
corrects numerous shortcomings in the previous versions.

One notable upgrade is that you can now set this up to look back into the past 
as far as you like.  We recommend a minimum of 620 songs, which will give 
listeners the last two days of music.  Another great feature is the start time for 
each tune, which you can customize to your time zone! 

We recommend that you switch to this version as soon as possible.  Note 
that this display is designed to fit into the "skin" of your own web page.  For that 
reason the colors can be customized.  Here is a link to this new version: 
http://www.alphajournal.com/whatsonnow/demov2.asp.  If you or your 
webmaster has questions, contact us, or Ed Barry at ebarry@alphaplex.net.

WE’RE IDENTIFYING YOUR STATION MORE TIMES EACH HOUR

In January the network began firing 4.5-second “ID Tags,” using relay 6, over a 
produced element on the network.  That was in the old “N” liner position, 
following the first minute of network spots.  As of March 25 we have increased 
the use of those liners to three times per hour.  The result is a net increase of 
two liners every hour, which will work to improve listener recall.

The two additional liners follow network jock “backsell” breaks.  One leads into a 
network fill tune (or your local spots) around the bottom of the hour.  The other 
precedes the second minute of network spots.  All of our jock breaks generally 
open with the “Smooth Jazz” phrase, and now these two breaks wrap up with 
your station’s name and dial position.  We plan additional use of the ID Tags with
future produced elements on the Smooth jazz format.         

http://www.alphajournal.com/whatsonnow/demov2.asp


OUR NEWEST AFFILIATES

Smooth Jazz has returned to State College, PA with the launch of WSMO.  
We’re working with Nick Ferrara and Don Bedell at the new Smooth Jazz 94.5.  
In less than a month WSMO had over 35,000 hits on its website, exceeding the 
best month to date for its sister oldies station.

Also new this month is KUJJ, serving Washington’s Tri-Cities (Richland, 
Kennewick, Pasco) and Walla Walla.  Welcome to Tom Hodgins, Chris Gilbreth 
and everyone at the new Smooth Jazz 101.9.

Both of these stations kicked off with our Smooth Jazz TV spot. 
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